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Issue 4 means new writers, new artists, and new staff members. While we’d like
to take this opportunity to look back on our lives, we also hope to look into the
future.
Memories are the essence of this journal. The older we get, the more important
our memories become, the more scarce and fleeting. For people of all ages,
memories represent what we have left behind. As human beings we don’t
comprehend just how difficult it is to leave the past in the past. The fact that
each one of us can go forward, past the warmth of our youths and the ecstasy of
our victories, is both impressive and a bit melancholic.
This past year, dozens of young writers and artists have come together between
our pages, creating a gorgeous portrait of raw talent and beauty. We could not
be more grateful for our contributors and for the community that welcomed us
with open arms. Come with us, as we rejoice our beginnings, our flights, and our
migrations. Come with us, as we remember the old and bring in the new.
Have a wonderful new year.
The Editors
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aubade
The pelting rain of a pelting sorrow weeps;
The sickly light —
A candle blown by an air that seemed no wind to bear
Frights,
Again to tremble frights a mind drowned by a sleep as vast as ungraspable.
Dashes a hand stirring torrents with its deaf stride through the mute-made air,
And rends a pearled necklace;
Down dashes to the mute-made earth,
Invulnerable made.
A world a sphere owns,
Made to weep.
Each a world for the other longing;
A universe never to last..

recollections to dust
Wind-swept are the ages now;
And stiffly sits the dust the graves atop.
Withered with a deluge’s lone tears,
The bloody leaves in silence fall.
What then is flesh, but a hollowed form for facets?
What death, but a long-longed truth undying?
Nickolas Vaccaro

Hiba Naeem

my love: nature

fire escape
fire escape

midnight view from an apartment balcony &
we still dream of breaking the sky.
imagine a city where we stargaze
& the stars would gaze back at us. where
we trace constellations &
we never wind up carving them into turgid skin
like longing. we always find ourselves
here: we wait for the neon lights to flicker,
watch how they waver between
everything & nothing.
we remind ourselves of
hollow glass, bent & mangled into
ungodly beauty:
this city is artificial light set ablaze.
below:
nostalgia.
strangers who we gaze at & soon forget.
even in this ghost town of a city,
we never admit to leaving.

this city sleeps to moonlight & high tides &
we wonder how it feels to
be pulled by the moon, by a homeland.
we watch the moon metamorphose
into our undoings, our unmakings.
we know that
we don’t belong here.
we are wildflowers, wildfires:
we profess to the heavens that we are
hunger & greed but
we’ll burn this city to the ground & still believe
we die in the most elegant of ways.
we always forget to stitch ourselves
in a fire escape &
in this life: we are gone &
back again.
Kayleigh Sim

blissful living
Shani M
The title of my piece is about capturing the
delightful things in life and taking time out
of your day to appreciate it. Once we start to
appreciate and become grateful for the little,
ordinary things around us, life suddenly
becomes more joyful, peaceful and blissful.

crosswalk hopscotch
Red Hand stops. Green Giant beckons. I
pull back and throw the Island. It lands
on eighth— a horizon cracks through the
finite compact snow. The empty floor
swelled. Zebras crawl beneath my feet,
stripes swirling into a concrete road. The
Three-Faced Totem rises atop the Island,
emerald eyes winking. I reach high and
nothing catches, hands empty of Their
support. Take whole steps, one foot on the
ashen plank, an echo sails. Hop. Step.
Jump. I slip through a crack– half-steps
taken.
Downside, upright and into the night.
Empty arms thrash in the blinding space,
inverted as gravity whips my face. A
churned foam step appears beneath my
boots. My hair hung into the sky. Back
and forth, white waves crashed against
the asphalt sea. Endless. Two comets
blotted the pitch ink air. Return, or
turning; the eyes will close soon. I twist
and twist and twist, no island compass in
sight. Closer. Closer. Comets turned to
moons chasing the fading tide. My feet
refused to move. Automatically, I raised

my hand only to catch the crater of my
cupped palm. Closer. Closer. No winds
blew except for exhaled gusts. I hold my
running breath and sink through the
cracks, bubbles forming in my ears— a
return to safety/familiarity (whatever
that may look like).
Sinking, rising and drowned in
fluorescence— I land upon a shaken line.
The air shook beside me. Look both ways,
the voice returns. One Face turns the
other cheek, another counts with a
golden mouth. I run. Pant. Skip across
the melting lines, the Moons hiding in
the whitened land and sky. I tackle the
stone island, knees scraped. The Red
Hand claps. Two Suns blaze past the heel
of my boots. Safe!
Redlight. Greenlight. They set me down
from high shoulders. My yellow galoshes
rap on the concrete’s face. I pounce to the
spire and click, click, click the button that
makes time go faster. Stop, her velvet
Hand says before an offer to hold mine.
No running. I reach then I reach and the

Giant grabs the other, both swinging me
from plank to plank to plank– hands still
small enough for their support.
Moore Queri

creatures of habit
An empty florid to fill the frigid air
subdues my hands that search
for a word. A grey hue appears
in the early hours where we spend
them in numbness of the mundane
routines through the morning.
Namyangju is quiet, we sit behind
the windows in the neighborhood
and let the coldness of the glass
dress our skin. The first snow
has yet to caress sidewalks, draping
over remnants from the night before.
We will write about the family
next door, a mother and a daughter.
We will write about the bruises
that throb underneath the sleeves
of the child’s dress. We will write
about her mother, an absent
tenderness, palpable in its label.
We will write about the girl,
fear writhing in her flesh.
The snow will come instinctively,
like a breath or words
that will pour into the empty space.
Doeun (Jessica) Kim

nostalgia
eshaal malik

the rain we leave behind
The sky is a dream
split open,
drenched with the strokes
of our destiny.
I hear the distant and
muffled thunder,
like life is calling out
my name,
telling me,
This is not the end.
You still have some time left.
The wind chokes on
cracked vows
and hollow wishes.
There is a prayer
that could not reach
God.
It hangs in the air,
yearning
to sink into the
heart,
for whom it bleeds.
Raindrops collapse over us,
with a hymn
tucked inside them.
I catch one in my hand,
and it asks,
What have you become
since the last time it rained?

I answer,
What can we even keep and
hold onto?
What can I love even after
burning away,
when my soul has even
abandoned me?
Perhaps
then we know
how we are tethered
to this life,
clinging to see some
light,
long after our shadows
are also buried.
Ridhima Munjal

three years
a boy is locked inside a veneer wood frame.
royal blue gown, fragile fingers gripping
a frictionless, tassel-less cap: it’s graduation day.
angled forty-five degrees from the camera,
chin slightly tucked downwards, he says cheese
just as the photographer instructed.
bright, bronze eyes and the flamboyant, full smile
were so brazen to the two silver crowns
that shielded his candy-ruined
upper front teeth,
the crooked stance his jaws assumed,
the messy grief of his sable black hair,
which bellowed
not to be seen: why would he care?
his mind held no worry
because after the blinding flash of white,
the artificial groan of the shutter
would finally break his cage
and he would return the costume
for the next one to be inconvenienced
and he would go back to playing tag
on the lonely playground.
oh, the luxury
of three years.
Michael Nguyen

constellations of
bamboo dragonflies
The river ebb and flow of time has
washed away much of my culture, but
much still remains, clinging to the
riverbanks of populations. It lives on
both in its original self and as some
brighter new creation. Industrial
buildings and factory spaces making way
for apartments and office spaces; a port
city growing into a metropolis of light
and international prestige. I was raised
with the streets of the older areas, the
ones that have seen the most. I was
raised with overflowing storefronts,
crowded pavements, impossibly tall
residential buildings that swayed when
the strongest typhoons came. My family
has lived here, in this one district, this
personal history infused area, for
decades.
I know these city veins like the back of
my hand. Every twist and turn holds a
memory, every entryway and restaurant
has a fragment of my childhood. My
mother used to tell me stories about what
this world looked like when she was my
age. We grew up in the same streets,
bearing witness to the changes of each
new generation.

She made sure I knew what the past was
like, in spoken memories and old relics. I
played with ‘older toys’ and tried to
imagine a world without the easy
convenience and relative luxury of my
own. I held on tight to tradition and the
tried and true, finding safety in the
simplicity of past years and none of the
pain. Happiness found in a spool of
copper thread; an hour’s worth of
laughter for the price of a few papermen
cutouts and a windowframe.
Bamboo dragonflies were my favourite. I
figured out how to place one perfectly
between my palms, figured out how
much pressure to exert, how to aim, how
to make mine fly highest and longest. For
a long time, my hands were dry and
almost calloused by how much I cast
those rough plastic stems into the air.
Hundreds and thousands of after school
hours were spent losing them over the
metal fences of apartment buildings
roofs, with the ones that stayed forming
patterns on the sun-warmed stone tile. I
sprung them out of my hands, tiny relics
of bliss into the air, watching as sunlight
reflecting off the plastic shined into the

shadows on the wall.
When done right, bamboo dragonflies hang in the sky, a slight ripple of air, before
falling back down. A common game would be to send them into the air, catch them
before they reach the ground, send them up again, catch, repeat, repeat, repeat. When
done right, bamboo dragonflies hang in the sky, reflecting light, a plastic makeshift
star sent out from the hands of a child. When done right, bamboo dragonflies hang in
the sky, with enough people, enough dragonflies, enough stars, they form temporary
constellations, right then and there in a light-polluted city.
These constellations never last long enough for us to figure out what they picture.
Even as they float and hang, they always move, never in the same place for long, and
come back down in a minute or so. They are temporary—fleeting. Never lasting long
enough, like a memory or a moment or a piece of the past. Nothing lasts forever. With
the past put to rest, neighbourhoods gentrified, and the future is ours to chase after, a
bamboo dragonfly moves through the air, a steady stream of passed on traditions and
repeated actions.
Chiu-yi Rachel Ngai
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do not forgive me when i go
“I miss you more than I remember you.”
-Ocean Vuong, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous

Remember that woman, with the kind eyes? / She used to cradle your cheeks
In her palms / So delicately, as if you were a freshly picked mugunghwa(1)
flower
That may wrinkle and wither if she moved
Too quickly, too suddenly. / She taught you to use your
Please’s, Thank-you’s,
Sir’s, and Ma’am’s. / She used to stroke
The calluses along your feet and ankles, / Hating each pointe-shoe bruise,
Wishing to erase every tap-shoe scratch. / She watched over
You—her youngest, her smallest—
During family dinners, / Making sure you were eating
Enough to grow taller, stronger, / Using her chopsticks to nudge
Your favorite banchan2
towards your spot at the table, /
As if to remind you,
As if you’d forget.
Remember the woman with the kind eyes. / She’ll embrace you
In her arms / Steadfast, sturdy, as if holding you together, / For fear
You may fade
Too quickly, too suddenly, if she falters. / She will grin
Through gritted teeth each time you tell her
Please, Ma’am,
Thank you, Ma’am. / She will knead
Your paper legs, returning color to the limbs that were once

Mapped / With cloud calluses and borealis bruises—
A dancer’s truest badges of honor. / She feeds you
Before herself, because she knows
You will forget. / She’ll cradle your head in her lap
And kiss tears from your cheeks, some yours, / As you mourn
Dreams, so swiftly out of reach, / As your fondest memories melt
Into unwritten elegies, / As you grieve over a reflection which
You cannot name, / As the kind-eyed woman grieves, too—
Beside you, despite you,
For you.
A. Gahyun Shin

monochrome life
Homaira Khorshed
For me, Art is flights of fantasy and snapshots of reality and moments of exhilaration
and evenings of gloom. As an Artist, I have struggled to ''speak'' with my art, and I
realized later, as I was working with my own chosen theme of dark and light, that art
comes to me as a form of expression and a form of exploration. Visual art gives voice to
my emotions, my fears, my thoughts and my aspirations. I prefer to make viewers feel
rather than think. Throughtout this course, I have both furthered my techniques in my
favourite media and explored different possibilities. As of now, my favourite mediums
are paint, pencil, pen and digital. These help me to evolve everyday as they are simple
to use but also teaches me so many techniques that I am amazed to find something
new everytime.

My works center around the general concept of life, and I often relate them back
to my life, emotions and thoughts. ''Monochrome Life'' is the first painting I did
that conveys my thought about human life. When a big upturning event took
place in my life, I had thought everything would change and that life wouldn't be
life anymore, but then I noticed my life went back to its monochrome style. I had
to work extra hard, have extra emotions, be more confused, have more things to
deal with but the main aspects of my life hadn't changed. That's when I started to
grow a sudden fascination towards human survival instincts and coping
mechanism. Everything intrigued me and that's when I decided I wanted to voice
out my thoughts in the best way possible, which I decided to be with art. To be
more elaborate about my art, it's main concept is fate, time and decisions. It
portrayed not only the day to day pattern of life but also the ups and downs of
life. The dark and light shades of all the objects are not staying at one place and
are gradually moving within time. Everything has a different shade but the
shade doesn't stay with them forever and move away from them to another
place. The trees that once were bathing in sunlight suddenly lose that light and
trees that were in the dark suddenly get light. Fate here plays a big role as it
decides which object gets light and which object stays in the dark. An object may
even get different shades that show the sadness, happiness and neutrality in our
life. One might be happy now but that happiness might instantly disappear if
fate decides it. The same goes for a person with unhappiness in his life. The most
prominent thing in life is that the darkness in our life won't stay forever and we
should not lose hope as there are many ways to alter you fate and not let it
control your whole life. If we don't know the end of our fate that means that
there is nothing destined yet. We human's were born with a mind of our own and
the decisions we choose can influence our fate. To portray these meanings, I
chose to paint a classical village as I believe villagers live a very strenuous life but
do not get discouraged and continue with their hard work through sheer
willpower. As I grow, both as a student and person, I hope to navigate through all
of the happiness and the depression and the confusion, documenting these
'travels in my art

ghost town
My next door neighbor cries
on the balcony today and while
we face each other on the terraces,
staring down at Seoul’s once haughty
shopping center, and its anemic remnants.
she tells me that the rain are ghosts
with her hazy voice and when
the thunder cries, her eyes illumines,
the lightning branching further down.
She is wearing a thin dress, with her arms
and legs completely bare, a cigarette
in her hand. It has long gone out, now
a mere decoration between her slender
fingers.
The salvation we call the moon is nowhere in sight,
and neighbor and I, we stand
on our balconies, drenched in water.
We stay there until the break of dawn. She whispers
stories about those who held her lips before light,
about those that began to become transparent,
showing only during the rainiest nights.
Juheon Rhee

growing pains
"Words were different when they lived inside you," - Benjamin Alire Saenz
As an artist, I strive to create a safe space of comfort and compassion. I often use
my own words I've kept inside me in my art in the rare chance that someone else
will also have had the same, or similar words kept inside them. I believe that
words hold so much power, and were, as the quote above suggests, definitely
different when they lived inside you.
hoiyan

fractals of the truth
then;
you were shrinky dinks and broken braids. torn letter and midnight tears. you went
from silent glances to stolen dances.
now;
you are opened messages and disappearing phone calls. flashing LEDs and shattered
emotions. you came from violent outbursts to a scattered, quiet love.
then;
we were broken rules and lost time. laughing under the porch and running through
the field. we went from years of silence to misunderstood encounters.
now;
we are cold flames and falling. undeniable longing and finally knowing fractals of the
truth. we came from the time of our lives to spare moments in the dark.
then;
i was free words and burning anger. mail and apples. i went from no idea to everything
i could ask for.
now;
i am leaps and love. secrets and truth. i came from never knowing to understanding it
all.
Viktoria Elessar

libretto post sunset
It goes sort of like this--we go on one of our walks, we’re by the library; as always. The
sun behind us is setting now, it’s funny because we’re matching. Me, blushing because
you’re right there sitting next to me, and the sky is lit up in the same reds as i am.
Small clouds of my hot breath, yours mingling. We’re sitting on the table with just one
chair, and I'm colder than you, so you hold my hand. I can feel your warmth through
my thin jacket and you lean in close. The feeling of your mouth pressed to the right
side of mine is one I won’t shake for a while. I could probably still taste you if I tried. I
sat there stuttering and stumbling, if you remember, like, our lips were tectonic plates
and I was feeling the aftershocks. You and the bite of the cold trying to piece me back
together. I think i did something right, from the way you walked me home.
Next scene; I'm in class and I should be paying attention but instead I'm writing about
how you had this look on your face straight out of some book. It was getting dark, we
should’ve been heading home, but at that point there was you against me. The rest of
the world went still like a kid watching a rabbit, trying not to scare it. Like us, naming
squirrels and crows and whatever else we come across. That one is Margaret, that one
is Harry, that one is Theodore. Fast forward and the radio is playing staticky love
songs, someone singing about the empty spot in his bed, and I'm thinking of you. I’m
closing my eyes and imagining us in your house, you in my lap telling me I'm your
favourite. The time is moving slowly then all at
once and if i let the swell wash over me it feels
like you meant it. Rewind, me in your mom’s
car, you in the backseat next to me, us fitting
together as best you can fit together on a
highway in a moving car. You kiss my neck, I
kiss your forehead, mouths going wherever our
mouths can fit. Skip forward again, all the way
‘til now, i’m in the middle of making the greatest
movie ever made, it goes sort of like this.

shrapnel
The silk dress used to belong to my mom,
but it covered the scars from blackberry thorns and made me feel pretty.
We woke up to the sounds of birds chirping, and maybe it was the recording
but it felt like hope and tasted like days spent ripening under the sun.
Honeybees found home in the pictures taped to my mirror and the last time I could
properly smell a
rose was back in my last good summer,
a year skipped by history books.
The wind stopped telling lies after that, and maybe time is just an old photograph, but
the yellowing edges were the closest to beauty I’ve known in a while.
The teeth marks are still there, I like to count them when I’m sad,
The basket in the kitchen of netting holding in clementines, the oranges begging from
the counter
meeting my eyes and asking to be held in my hands,
trying to make me forget that fruit rots too quickly and trees take too long to grow.
Your roots ran too far,
forgot the bus fare
but needed to leave anyways. Took off with just a couple nickels and the ache in your
stomach.
You can always kill it when it’s young and maybe it won’t stand any taller than you
want it to.
I’m surrounded by enough waste to know that at some point, it stops being treasure.
No one told me how to love a love better than sunlight, no one told me how to deal
with the sting of
the sky coming down in burning matches and hail.
No one told me the apocalypse tastes of your favourite lip balm, or that pain isn’t
bitter,
it’s sweet.
The stage lights smell burning when they’re never for me, mic feedback echoing off all
the theatre walls.
I carry my soreness home this time. This time I can jump from higher, and I’m only
scared before I hit the
ground.
Michelle Masood

loop
I hear a scream,
It wakes me up.
There's blood on the floor.
It's yours.
There's blood dripping
From your wrist.
I don't know who screamed.
Wait.
I feel like
This has happened before.
Somewhere in my memory
I feel a strong sense
Of déjà vu,
And I feel a sense of losing you.
What had I done the last time?
I strain to remember.
I think this has happened
Multiple times
Over and over again,
And I got it wrong every time,
And you died all those times.
I try to bandage your wound,
Dial the emergency number,
Hug you as you lose more blood,
And you are dead again
In my arms.

I hear a scream,
It wakes me up.
There's blood on the floor.
It's yours.
I hear a scream,
It wakes me up.
There's blood on the floor.
I hear a scream,
It wakes me up.
I hear a scream.
I happen to wake up,
The scream is me.
I pull you back in bed,
Before there's blood
Dripping from your wrist,
Or on the floor,
And I fall asleep
With you in my arms.
I think I got it right this time.
I hear a scream,
It wakes me up.
There's blood on the floor.
It's yours.
Deeti

ankle sprains
Bone dry leaves trace skeletons into
the ground,
the places where they fall
turn into
craters. It’s September
& my hands are beginning to
peel off my body, but I
mix stucco into
my milk
& feed it to the animals outside,
ravenous for blood. When they asphyxiate,
I mount them
as gargoyles on the
plastic pillars of
my house.
No more barks and brays:
the congealed animals
can use
only water as a medium of communication
now.
Belatedly, I think about
when I first laid on
the autumn ground & how it had bourne me,
when I had been expecting a
funeral & only got
the harsh touch of a leaf.
Its vestigial effects: I move like a pawn
in the gloss of the
night, gait stilted
as can be, eyes peeling for
the boy in the
window. I cut diagonally when he
approaches.
As he bleeds,
I cull moonlight
into threads
in
my hand, &
he doesn’t have it in him
to scream when
the needle pierces his body.
I am not intentional with
the pain,
but he thinks that I am.
He says that
if I am not careful,
the needle might touch his
lungs. We wouldn’t want that.
I am
as conscientious
with the needle as I am clumsy with
the rest of my stuff, which is to say
not at all
and
too much.
When he stops
breathing
& starts to
disintegrate,
I lay down upon the floor
with him and
stare at the ceiling.
The water spilling from the
plastered mouths
nearby sputters
and dies.
Dhwanee Goyal

This artwork represents how
memory changes over time. I
have used origami cranes as a
reminder of the fragility of
memory, and the way it is
romanticised in media and life.
The work shows many cranes
that decrease and shrink with
each wire, from a straight line of
eight to crooked lines of 4, until
there is only a singular crane on
the wire left. This represents the
way that memories twist and
warp with time, and become less
and less vital in our life as they
do. The final crane, straight and
perfect, is the echo of the
memory which used to exist,
and the impression left behind
which is not entirely correct, but
the only thing which can be recalled nonetheless. The shadows created by the light create
layers of shapes that also represent how we recall memories in an unrealistic tone that is
the only consistent thing in the way we regard the past. The lighting and quality are
reminiscent of an aesthetic photo taken by a teenager who, one day, will look at the photo
and have little to no idea what it is from. The entire piece is dream-like and floaty, as
memories often are. I struggle with my memory - I find it difficult to recall things which
have happened, even if they are very recent. Now I know that this is a struggle that most
people experience, and this piece should be a reminder to the viewer that the struggle of
memory is one that is common across all people, and they are not alone in that.
Nyx Manuel

dementia of a darling's ghost
Tea? Or coffee?
Coffee, please.
My ring eddies between my fingers
like a boat in a rough storm.
He places the mug down and I can finally look at him,
eyes so beautiful, so brown.
His black cat pounces up to his little window and I scream,
Oscar!
His laugh fills this empty and ramshackled room
and I can’t help but pretend the tiles aren’t actually
dirty, but a perfect white.
We laugh and we cry;
we do nothing and we do everything
and I grip his hand with the strength
of a ballet dancer’s slipper.
In turn, the darkness of the door behind me
grips my mind much tighter - like a
claw machine picking up a stuffed animal,
waiting to drop it down into oblivion.
But right now, i have him.
leaving can come another time–

tea? or coffee?
tea please.
my bracelet eddies throughout my hand
like a boat in a rough storm
he places the mug down and i can finally look at him
eyes so beautiful, so blue.
his black cat pounces up to his big window, framing the mountain
and i say, quietly shocked,
Spencer!
his laugh fills this empty and ramshackled room
and i can’t help but notice just how white the tiles are.
in his score of laughter, he picks up my hand and we
dance,
the black and white swans
(if they instead were friends)
and if there were ever a memory i’d want
to latch on to, it would be this.
and yet the exit door of his apartment clings to me
as if my clothes got stuck on the door handle.
but i’ll never leave this moment, this apartment—
tea? or coffee?

...water, please.
my
earring twiddles around my thumb,
like a boat in a rough sea
he places the glass down and i can finally look at him,
eyes so stern, so grey.
his
cat jumps up to his window and i smile.
...she’s so cute.
i’m the only one smiling, it seems.
all he does is look at the tiles,
swinging his head like an owl
hit by a golf club.
his eyes land on me and all he does is stare
what is it? are you okay?

five minutes pass
or 20 minutes
and i realise that he’s staring at the door.
the door that has been calling me,
gnawing at me
and i cry.
how cruel, to keep someone trapped in purgatory
against their will?
how cruel, to create a purgatory
and not realise it!
the darkness of the door chokes me.
and as every photon i have created,
every synapse that has been whirring,
fades out, immobilising itself,
immolating itself,
i know that i have set him free.
and that i can finally
leave his
lonely,
phantom
apartment.
Ziyaad Shaboodien

the past is a pebble
in my shoe
"The past is a pebble in my shoe." — Edgar Allan Poe
The cursor flashes at me, constantly,
insistently as I thrash around the rooms
of my memories in search of what I am
supposed to be doing here. Trying to
remember it at first felt not unlike a
tickle before I forced myself to think
harder. Before it became incessant, more
unceasing, and violent, until I was
intentionally stabbing at my thoughts
over and over. Until I was violently
pressing against each one in a crescendo,
louder, and faster, hunting and chasing it
before all substance was lost. Before it
got too far away to remember.
“Just type it in a round-about way,”
someone would say. I know the words,
but I cannot put them together in order
to see the scene. It is right in front of me,
in broad daylight. A leaf waiting to be
caught. But the harder I try to catch it the
farther it strays from my hands. The
cursor continues to blink, staring at me,
taunting me. It is late. Maybe it will come
back to me tomorrow, after a night’s rest.
Trying to remember it gives me fatigue

and yet it fights my sleep, forcing me
awake.
My memories have become stubborn
with age. Become frail along with my
bones and faded with my hair. I have
held them dearly and in return they
dance away from me. Seeking
independence. Not knowing that without
me they are nothing to anyone.
I remember that I wrote them down
when I was younger. First on floating bits
of newspaper, left to be forgotten and
replaced by the next morning. Then on
the backs of invoices and letters. And
then in notebooks gifted to me by family.
“Your handwriting is a marvel,” they
would say, handing the cheap
spiralbound, a commodity at the time, to
me. “Your stories must be too”. They
were not aware that what I was writing
was not princesses and dragons. Aliens
and monsters. They did not know that I
was writing memories, as my mother
had before me and her uncle before her.

That I wanted to leave behind something so tangible that it caressed a face and bruised
a neck. I wanted to write ordinary things in extraordinary ways.
The books have gone missing or been torn or burned or given away. I do not know, and
I cannot remember. The cursor still stares. “Use me,” it says, “I do not bend with time
as your books do. I can reach places faster than you can turn your pages. I can last in
the way that your flimsy paper never could.” The too-bright overly white page
torments my eyes. How do people stare at it for hours? How do they remember the
monotony of the page that is not a page, that holds no texture but for the scroller that
blocks the way?
I ignore its jibes at me and try to remember once again. It glides past my fingertips,
teases my tongue. I will not be dismayed, and it will not persuade me. I am the rock
that was only beat by paper. The blankness of the screen makes it difficult to think.
The void of the document forcing blankness into my brain until the computer and I are
one and the same. The past is a pebble in my shoe. It is unshakeable and impales my
feet as I walk. I shake to release it into my palms, and it does not resent. Remains in
my sole, unreachable until there is no choice left but to beat it to the pavement and
leave it there, forgotten, to allow me to continue onwards to my future.
Michelle Makota

la lune, upon your kiss
i kiss my moon goodnight,
as she falls into the seas; she tilts
her head and closes her eyes,
whispers in my ear:

i kiss my moon goodnight,
pulling my hands to the clouds,
ripping through electric smoke
and city smog; through artificial dust

i kiss my moon goodnight,
but i cannot make her promises.
i tell her of a world that praises la lune,
but this world is built by man made of steel,
this world runs on conquering, on taking,
on hands sticky, filling their cheeks with greedy
devouring, they feast and feast and feast and

this song is how i sleep at night,
how i rest in the hands of humanity,
cradled in their grasp.

is there a breath of air?
is there a place for me in your world?
have you surpassed the need for me?

can you tell me how they think?
can you tell me if they love me still?

i kiss my moon goodnight,
but i keep my lips shut.
i cannot break her heart, cannot break
anything more of her; they’ll take her tears
and sell them with their merchants,
with their moonstones and golden dust;
they’ll take her every bit, devour it in their greed.

i kiss my moon goodnight,
but i want her to stay mine,
as if i could keep her safe
but i am nothing but a passerby,
so i stay with her the only way i can;

what sorrows are in your heart?
you’re staying longer than usual tonight.

i kiss my moon goodnight,
kiss her, comfort her—everything falls down
to the same love, the same hungry adoration
but i am no better than my fellow man
and my lips sewn shut with golden threads,
small amongst her sea of stars;
i do not take but do not give,
keep from her what must be kept
there’s clouds in your eyes, a daze in your look
you are so far away from me now, you pull away so much
i kiss my moon goodnight,
keep her as beauty is meant to stay,
i take in all her grace,
and drown in all my greed.
Nikolai Crowder
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